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INTRODUCTION

Born on 27 October 2021, Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) is the fastest-growing cryptocurrency like other popular coins. Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) is built in Binance Smart Chain and fully decentralized with 5 seconds block speeds and low gas fees compare to bnb. Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) has been derived from Doge Floki Coin to follow in his footsteps.

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) was impressed with dogecoin but DOFI has broad benefits compared to dogecoin, the community can earn DOFI by depositing and saving DOFI tokens on its wallet. How is the reward obtained? The reward will be obtained in each transaction of the community with a corresponding percentage to be distributed to all holders. Impressively, there is a burning mechanism coded in DOFI to reduce the supply continuously.
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ABSTRACT

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI)

Doge Floki Coin is a new cryptocurrency born to emulate dogecoin with the help of Elon Musk. Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) has an ambition to become a top cryptocurrency, top usage by the community and top earning generator. This is the unique reward system, staking platform, decentralized exchanges, a DOFI credit card for crypto payment in marketplace and DOFI NFTS marketplace.

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) Staking platform

DOFI will build a staking platform, where the user can get a reward for staking the DOFI. The user can stake their asset in the pool, which helps in offering liquidity in the cryptocurrency market.

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) Decentralized Exchanges

A decentralized exchange that is similar to Bnb Pancakeswap. This essentially means that there are no order books, bid/ask system or limit/market orders. Instead, users trading on the platform automatically draw liquidity from one or more liquidity pools, which then rebalance after the trade is complete.

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) Card and Marketplace

An online Marketplace and DOFI card to use for cryptocurrency payment in the platform.

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) NFTS Marketplace

We will build a DOFI NFT marketplace to connect buyers and sellers by providing extra tools to you helping to create your own NFTs in a matter of minutes.
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DOFINOMICS & DOFISTATS

- **TOKEN SYMBOL**: Doge Floki Coin (DOFI)
- **COIN BURN**: 125 Quadrillion
- **TOTAL SUPPLY**: 420 Quadrillion
- **MARKET CAP**: 150 Million+
- **CIRCULATING SUPPLY**: 295 Quadrillion
- **HOLDERS**: 20,000+

**PancakeSwap address:**
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?inputCurrency=0xf9d6ddf44016953dbf7ab135a0f64d7a41870ede

**LP Holders Link:**
https://bscscan.com/token/0x67933be6c8113dfaa2c06f1b7461144b9756fbe

**Link to holders:**
https://bscscan.com/token/0xF9d6DDF44016953dBF7aB135A0F64d7A41870EDE#balances

**www.dogefloki.site**
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain that was developed as a means of utilizing solidity-based smart contracts with much greater speed and efficiency than other, competing chains. With decentralized exchanges on BSC offering lightning-fast swaps and extremely low fees, BSC has started to become one of the most widely used blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). BSC uses a token protocol developed by the Binance Team called BEP-20.

Binance Smart Chain is unique for several reasons:

- It's a sovereign blockchain, which will provide security and safety to all users and developers.
- Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain communication and scaling of high-performance Dapps that require a fast and smooth user experience.
- It’s EVM-compatible and will support all of the existing Ethereum tools along with faster and cheaper transactions.
- On-chain governance with Proof of Staked Authority consensus, built on 21 validators who validate the transactions, will provide decentralization and enable significant community involvement.

Bep-20/BSC 5 seconds:
https://trustwallet.com/blog/binance-smart-chain-in-numbers

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) is not responsible for the actions of the Binance Smart Chain Network
DOGE FLOKI COIN (DOFI) FEATURES

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) offers passive income to holders, more liquidity and deflationary measure by burning the DOFI.

- 5% on every transaction will be redistributed to all holders
- 30% of the total supply has been burnt + 2% on every transaction will be burnt
- 4% on every transaction is split to 50/50, half is sold by the contract converted to BNB and the half of the (DOFI) tokens are paired automatically with BNB and added as a liquidity pair on Pancake Swap.
- We have a charity wallet with 2.2% of the total supply which receives redistributions to donate to our charity partners.
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# DOFI ROADMAP

## Phase 1 – Genesis
- Concept design
- Roadmap
- Whitepaper
- Website
- Social Media Channels
- Community building
- Marketing Strategy
- Swap

## Phase 2 – Excalibur
- Website Update
- PancakeSwap Launch
- Liquidity Pool Lock
- Roadmap Update
- Whitepaper V2
- Logo on TW
- Coingecko and CMC
- Listed Pancakeswap

## Phase 3 – Zeus
- Listed Hotbit
- Listing Soon Okex
- Listing Soon Bitfinex
- Listing Gate io
- DOFI Starking
- DOFI DEX
- Certik Audit
- Listing on CEX

## Phase 4 – Merlin
- Listing Soon Bithumb
- Listing Soon Huobi
- Listing Soon Lbank
- Listing Soon Kucoin
- Listing Soon MEXC
- Listing Soon Binance
- DOFI Staking Platform
- DOFI NFT Marketplace
- More Coming Soon
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DOFI ECOSYSTEM

Community-Powered

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) is fully decentralized and no one can control your asset. The community has no limit to acquire DOFI and use it for cryptocurrency payment and NFT’s marketplace.

Instant Rewards

The more $DOFI you hold, the more tokens you will earn. As you sell your $DOFI, the value increases due to burning automatically. So, it creates an ecosystem that encourages investor to hold their tokens and enjoy the rewards. A 5% fee is distributed to existing holders for every transaction.

Locked LP

Liquidity tokens are locked in 3 pairs (BNB, USDT, BUSD). It will grow in the long run due to 4% of all transaction fees are added automatically to the pool. The link is available for your reference.

https://bscscan.com/token/0xf9d6ddf44016953dbf7ab135a0f64d7a41870ede#balances
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Because of the decentralized nature of BSC’s blockchain, all transactions can be transparently viewed by using blockchain explorers that allow anyone to see transactions occurring live. DOFI team maintains honest communication, open discussion with community and transparency in order to build trust.

In cryptocurrency market, trust is paramount. That means full transparency not only in the community and development but also in security efforts. Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) has been audited by an Audit Rate Tech and has burned and locked majority of the LP tokens.

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) is one of the fastest growing and most loved communities in crypto. We believe that only together we are strong. Community is everything and Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) strives to include everyone from around the globe. We have multiple telegram channels dedicated to our international communities.

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) is in for the long haul. The decentralized community is fostering and adopting long term development of the ecosystem and foundation in efforts to drive real use cases, and greater rewards beyond any temporary trends.
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DOFI REPORTS

Doge Floki Coin (DOFI) in First 8 Days

![BscScan](https://bscscan.com)

**20,000+ Holders**

**Market cap 150m+**

**22,000+ Telegram members**

**11,000+ Twitter followers**

We are proud to report that DOFI has been tweeted by Famous Elon Musk, Certik will analyze & monitor DOFI blockchain and protocols, audited by Audit rate tech, DOFI is listed in Hotbit, Okex, Bitfinex, Gate Exchange, DOFI logo has been added to Trust Wallet and Pancakeswap.

[Read Our Audit](https://auditrate.tech/images/pdf/DogeFlokiCoin_0xf9d6ddf44016953dbf7ab135a0f64d7a41870ede.pdf)
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THANK YOU
Stay Updated

@dogeflokiglobal  t.me/dogeflokiglobal

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/doge-floki-coin
https://nomics.com/assets/dofi-doge-floki-coin
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**DISCLAIMER**

Doge Flokİ Coin (DOFI), including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI)”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) is a fully and completely decentralized and community driven project and does not have owners, share-holders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other fixtures or entities exerting any form of governance. The DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stable coin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) or acquire or use DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) (including the DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, including DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI), and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI), for any damage suffered, including total loss. DOGE FLOKİ COİN (DOFI) makes a credit card interface available on its website solely for the users’ convenience. The Company is not a payment processor of any kind, and has no control over credit card processing. Use at your own risk.
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